
GOMS + Fitts’ Law + Hick's Law

Interaction Design



Rule Based Evaluation

 GOMS and KLM

 Fitts’ law

 Hicks law

This Lecture



GOMS and KLM



 Describe the user behaviour in terms of
 Goals

 Edit manuscript, locate line

 Operators
 Elementary perceptual, motor or cognitive acts

 Methods
 Procedure for using operators to accomplish goals

 Selection rules
 Used if several methods are available for a given goal

 Family of methods
 KLM, CMN-GOMS, NGOMSL, CPM-GOMS

GOMS

Sources:
• Card, S.K. et al. (1980). The keystroke-level model for user performance time with interactive systems. Communications of the ACM , 23(7), 396-410.

• http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~kieras/docs/TA_Modeling/GOMSforTA.pdf



Check that frequent goals can be achieved quickly

Making operator hierarchy is often the value

 Functionality coverage & consistency

 Does UI contain needed functions?

 Consistency: are similar tasks performed similarly?

 Operator sequence

 In what order are individual operations done?

Using GOMS Analysis



M
H
P





Generate task description
 Pick high-level user Goal

 Write Methods for reaching Goal - may invoke subgoals

 Write Methods for subgoals
 This is recursive

 Stops when Operators are reached

 Evaluate description of task

Apply results to user interface (UI)

 Iterate!

How to do GOMS Analysis



















Describe the task using the following operators:
 K: pressing a key or a pressing (or releasing) a button

 tK = 0.08 - 1.2s (0.2 good rule of thumb)

 P: pointing
 tP = 1.1s (without button press)

 H: Homing (switching device)
 tH = 0.4s

M: Mentally prepare
 tM = 1.35s

 R(t): system response time
 tR = t

Keystroke Level Model (KLM): Summary



Convert 92.5

Example: KLM Calculations
Converting Temperature (1)



Convert 92.5

Example: KLM Calculations
Converting Temperature (1)

Step 1: K K K K K
Step 2: MK MK MK MK MK
Step 3: MKKKK MK = 3.7sec



 The hand is on keyboard

 The wrong conversion is selected - convert 25.5C to F

Example: KLM Calculations
Converting Temperature (2)























 Simple text interface with the following prompt:

“To convert temperatures, type the numeric temperature, 
followed by C if it is in degrees Celsius or F it is in degrees 
Fahrenheit. Then press enter key. The converted 
temperature will be displayed”

Convert 92.5

Example: KLM Calculations
Converting Temperature – Design 2



Convert 92.5

Example: KLM Calculations
Converting Temperature – Design 3





GOMS helps with comparing different UI designs

 Task must be goal-directed

 Some activities are more goal-directed

 Creative activities may not be as goal-directed

 Task must be a routine cognitive skill

 As opposed to problem solving

 Good for things like machine operators

What GOMS Can Model



Gives qualitative & quantitative measures

Model explains the results

 Less work than user study – no users!

 Easy to modify when UI is revised

 Research: Need tools to aid modelling process since it can 
still be tedious

Advantages of GOMS



 Not as easy as other evaluation methods
 E.g. Heuristic evaluation

 Takes lots of time and effort

Only works for goal-directed tasks

 Assumes tasks expert performance without error

 Does not address several UI issues,
 readability, memorisability of icons, commands

Disadvantages of GOMS



Fitts’ Law + Hick's Law







Fitts’ Law

T = a + b  log_2 ( 2 D/S )

Time

Coefficients

Distance

Size/ Width



Models well-rehearsed selection task

 T increases as the distance to the target increases

 T decreases as the size of the target increases

Considers distance and target size

Fitts’ Law



Considers distance and target size

Fitts’ Law









Microsoft Toolbars offer the user the option of displaying a 
label below each tool. Name at least one reason why 
labelled tools can be accessed faster. 

(Assume, for this, that the user knows the tool.)

Activity: MS Toolbar





n  number of choices







Summary

GOMS

 Predicts time to complete tasks

Hick’s and Fitts’

 Finer graining time prediction

 Based on cognitive psychology research

No users involved in studies

Very low-level analysis


